MATERIALS NEEDED
(1st Edition)

PN014 ROBINS EGG 194 – 2 1/4 yards for sashing, outer border and binding
PN045 NATURAL 20 – 1/4 yard or 7” X WOF for shell A1 and A2, sand dollars B1 through B6 and C1 through C6 and sandy bottom
PN045 ASPEN 367 – 1/2 yard, fat 1/4 or 16” X 21” for starfish and anemones D1, D2, E1, E2, I1 and I2
PN044 ICE 176 – 1/8 yard or 4” X 8” for rocks F, G and H
PN047 SMOKE 173 – or fabric of choice – 3 3/4 yards for backing
1 yard fusible web
Monofilament, cotton or cotton-poly thread to match quilt top